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ABSTRACT
Russians learning Latvian have to replace their native stress
system with a simpler one, and they have to acquire a new
phonological feature, contrastive vowel duration. In this study,
the productions of Russians learning Latvian were analyzed
both from transcription and from spectrograms. The simple
Latvian stress pattern did not pose major problems for Russian
learners. When they were pronouncing native Latvian words,
Russian learners correctly assigned stress to the initial
syllable. When pronouncing words which exist in both
languages, Russians tended to preserve their native stress
pattern even when speaking Latvian. Russian learners
experience great difficulty producing contrastively long and
short vowels. Their use of vowel duration interacted with
stress assignment.

1. INTRODUCTION
Changes in political relationships sometimes have linguistic
consequences, in that people find it to their advantage to study
languages which previously had few non-native speakers. One
current case is Latvian which is now the target language for a
large minority of Russian speakers residing in Latvia. The
structures of the two languages require learners to master
phonological properties, vowel quantity and stress systems,
which have previously received little cross-linguistic
investigation.

Latvian has fixed stress on the first syllable of all but a
handful of words. Standard Latvian also employs contrastively
long and short vowel in all syllables. There are six long and
six short vowels in standard Latvian: /i, i:, E, E:, Q, Q:, a, a:, u,
u:, o, o:/. Long vowels are approximately twice as long as
corresponding short vowels. According to Elmars Liepa [2],
the ratio of long high vowels to short high vowels is 2.2 to 1;
the ratio of long low vowels to short low vowels is 1.8 to 1.
Vowels in stressed syllables are approximately 50% longer
than in unstressed syllables [1]. Vowels in unstressed syllables
do not undergo reduction in quality.

Russian has free stress and does not employ vowel
duration contrastively. There is some vowel reduction in
unstressed syllables. When Russian speakers are learning
Latvian, they have to replace their native stress system with a
simpler one and they have to acquire a new phonological
feature, contrastive vowel duration.

2.PILOT STUDY
2.1. Purpose.
The purpose of the study was to examine the way in which
speakers of Russian assign stress to various kinds of Latvian
words [3].

2.2. Method.
First and second year Russian speaking students at the Riga
Teacher Training and Educational Management Academy
were recorded while they pronounced 150 Latvian words. The
words were divided into two groups. The first group consisted
of words of Indo-European and Baltic origins in which stress
always appears on the first syllable. The second group
consisted of international words and words of Slavic origin in
which the placement of stress in Latvian and in Russian
differs. Two native speakers of Latvian trained in phonetics
judged stress placement on each of the recorded words.

2.3. Results.
The main finding was that Russian speakers tended to
preserve their native stress pattern even when speaking
Latvian. This pattern was very pronounced in the second group
of words. For example, [di:daktika] instead of [:didaktika]
‘methodology.’ The same process can be seen in words such as
[di:rektors] 'director,' [disEr:tatsija] 'dissertation,' [ElEmEn:t
ars] 'elementary,' [EkspEri:mEnts] 'experiment,' [filo:logJija]
 'language and literature,' [fiziolo:gJiskais] 'physiological,' 
[fUnktsio:nESana] 'function,' [ilus:tratsija] 'illustration,' [ka:
puosti] 'cabbage,' [kon:tsErts] 'concert,' [magJistran:tura] '
master's studies,' [opE:ratsija] 'operation' and [pEda:gogJija]
 'education.' 

Fifty-two percent of the first-year students made errors
not only in stress placement but also in the pronunciation of
long vowels. There were many words in which the speakers
pronounced a short instead of a long vowel, for example
[ilus:tratsija] for [:ilustra:tsIija] 'illustration,'  [opE:ratsija] fo
r [:opEra:tsija] 'operation,' [filo:logJija] for [:filolo:gJija] 'lan
guage and literature,' and [fiziolo:gJiskais] for [:fiziolo:gJisk
ais] 'physiological.' There were also a few examples of the
opposite process, in which speakers pronounced a short vowel
as lengthened. For example,
[i:dE:ja] for [:idEja] 'idea' and [kon:tsE:rts] for [:kontsQrts] '
concert.'

As future pre-school teachers, the students were required
to take a basic Latvian course during their first year. Students
in the second year make approximately 70% fewer errors than
first year students.

Words in the first group were usually pronounced without
errors in stress placement. That is, the students pronounced
the words with stress on the initial syllable, but there were a
great many incorrectly lengthened vowels. Some examples:
[bi:tE] for [bit:E] 'bee,' [ja:ka] for [jak:a] 'jacket,' [ka:cis] fo
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r [kac:is] 'cat,’ [mu:tE] for [mut:E] 'mouth,’
[ku:gJis] for [kugJis] 'ship,' [la:pa] for [lap:a] 'leaf,’ [li:ni] for
[lini] 'flax,’ [mE:dus] for [mQdus] 'honey,' [mi:lti] for [milti]
'flour,’
[plJa:va] for [plJava] 'meadow,' [prE:tsE] for [prEts:E] 'article
 for sale,' [sE:ga] for [sQga] 'blanket,' [za:cis] for [zac:is]
'hare'. Monophthongs were incorrectly lengthened even  when
the following syllable also contained a long vowel, for
example [sivE:ns] for [sivQ:ns] 'piglet'. 

These productions indicate that Russian speakers used
vowel duration in association with stress when producing
Latvian. In the majority of words which have Russian
analogues, Russian speakers used their native stress pattern.
In words with no Russian analogues, they tended to lengthen
stressed short vowels in initial syllables.

3. EXPERIMENT
3.1. Purpose.
The purpose of the experiment was to investigate learner
strategies for producing Latvian, focusing on the relationship
between length and stress.

3.2. Method.
Two native speakers of Russian were recorded reading 68
different lexical items, words of Latvian origin, words of
Slavic origin and international words. Each lexical item was
recorded two times from a written word list.

Both informants were educated in Russian but used
Latvian in their professional life. The first informant (A) is 46
years old, a teacher of technical subjects at a vocational
school. He has lived in Latvia for 24 years. The second
informant (B) is a 41-year-old medical doctor. He has lived in
Latvia for 20 years.

The placement of stress on each word was determined by
two phonetically-trained listeners. The durations of short and
long vowels in international words and Latvian one and two-
syllable words were measured from spectrograms, using the
Kay CLS system. Because the durations of vowels can be
influenced by the number of syllables in a word and the
preceding and particularly the following segments, vowels
were compared in identical or very similar environments.

3.3. Results.
3.3.1. Stress in international words. Informant A pronounced
99.3% of international words and words of Slavic origin with
the stress patterns of his native language. Only two words
were pronounced with the Latvian pattern of initial syllable
stress, [:vizuala] 'visual’ and [:kontsErts] 'concert.’ Informant
B pronounced 59% of these words with the stress pattern of
his native language. For example
[a:fEra] 'affair, '  [baka:laura darps]  'B.A. thesis,’
[baka:laurs] 'batchelor's,' [di:daktika] 'methodology,' [di:rE
ktors] 'director,' [disEr:tatsija] 'dissertation,'   [filo:logJija] '
language and literature,' [ma:gJistrs] 'master's,' [opE:ratsija]
 'operation,' [organi:zatsija] 'organization,' [pEda:gogJija] 'e

ducation,' [tElE:vizors] 'television',  and [tE:orija] 'theory.' 
The remaining 41% of the words were pronounced with stress
on the initial syllable. For example [:alE:ja] 'tree-
lined street,' [:Elementars] 'elementary,' [:EkspErimEnts] 'ex
periment,' [:fiziologJija] 'physiology', [:idE:ja] 'idea,' [:ilust
ratsijas] 'illustrations,’
[:juridisks] 'judicial',  [:kapuosti] 'cabbage,' [:kontserts] 'co
ncert,' [:politika] 'politics,' [:psihologJija] 'psychology,' [:vi
zuala] 'visual,' and [:zabaki] 'boots.' Stress patterns varied
even in words which are otherwise very similar, such as
[filo:logJija] and [pEda:gogJija] vs. [:psihologJija] and [:fiziol
ogJija],  indicating that Russian speakers have relatively weak
control of the Latvian stress pattern. There were no instances
of vowel reduction.

3.3.2. Length in international words. In the majority of
international words and words of Slavic origin, short vowels
were pronounced in the correct positions. The mean duration
of short vowels as pronounced by Russian speakers
corresponded reasonably well to the mean duration of short
vowels in standard Latvian. See Table 1.

Vowel Mean duration (ms) for Mean duration (ms) in
Russian speakers standard Latvian [2].

/:i/ 160 151

/i/ 120 102

/:E/ 190 188

/E/ 130 111

/:u/ 170 167

/u/ 100 --

/:a/ 215 239

/a/ 140 136

/:o/ 208 245

/o/ 135 --
Table 1. Stressed and unstressed short vowel durations.

In two words, [di::rektors] and [i::dEja], informant A
pronounced an unstressed long instead of the standard stressed
short vowel. Informant B pronounced two words with correct
stress but lengthened a short, unstressed vowel: [:alE:ja] and
[:idE:ja]. The mean durations of the lengthened /i:/ (280 ms.)
and of the lengthened /E:/ (330 ms.) corresponded to the
durations of Latvian long vowels.

It appears that informant A used vowel lengthening in the
positions where Latvian requires stress, while informant B
used vowel lengthening in positions where his native language
requires stress. The Russian speakers did not produce any
other long vowels in this group of words.
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3.3.3. One-syllable words with no Russian analogues. It is
possible to compare only long stressed vowels with short
stressed vowels in one-syllable content words of this group.
For example [svES>] 'foreign,’ [mES>] 'forest,' [vE:s>] (instead
of [vQs>])
'cool,' [atss>] 'eye,' [aS>] 'quick,' [ta:s>] 'birch bark.' Althou
gh the words contained three different Latvian vowels, the
Russian speakers merged /E/ and /Q/ in their pronunciation.
For example they pronounced [vE:s>] 'cool' instead of [vQ:s>].
The mean duration of all short vowels was about 30 ms. less
than in standard Latvian. For example, the mean duration of
/E/ was 158 ms. while the mean duration in standard Latvian
is given as 188 ms [2]. The mean duration of /a/ was 202 ms.
while the mean duration in standard Latvian is given as 239
ms. Since the range was quite large, some Russian
pronunciations reached the values typical for Latvian.

The Russian speakers did not distinguish long from short
vowels. For example, the ratio of long to short /E/ for the
Russian speakers was 1.01 to 1 (160 ms. to 158 ms.). The
ratio of long to short /a/ was 1 to 1.01 (200 ms. to 202 ms.).
Whether or not the word should have had a long or a short
vowel, the Russian speakers used short vowels exclusively.

3.3.4.  Two-syllable words with no Russian analogues. The
Russian speakers always correctly stressed the initial syllable
in these words. For example
[:kazas] or [:ka:zas] 'marriage,' [:kugJis] 'ship,' [:lapa] or [:l
a:pa] 'leaf,' [:mE:lE] 'tongue,' [:mati] or [:ma:ti]
'hair,' [:mE:dus] (instead of [:mQdus])) 'honey,' [:milti] or
[:mi:lti] 'flour,' [:pupa] or [:pu:pa] 'bean,' [:zacis] 'hare,' [:b
iete] 'beet,’    [:liEla] (instead of [:liela:])
'the large one,' [:saulE] 'sun,' [:tauta] 'people'. There was a
considerable difference between the durations of stressed short
and unstressed short vowels. See Table 2.

Vowel  Duration stressed Duration unstressed Ratio

/a/ 220 133 1.65:1

/E/ 214 138 1.55:1

/u/ 177  96 1.84:1

/i/ 162 120 1.35:1

Average 1.6:1
Table 2. Stressed and unstressed short vowels

Bond has reported that Latvian vowels may be
approximately 50% longer in stressed than in unstressed
syllables [1]. The ratios employed by the Russian speakers
were somewhat in excess of this value. The ratio of 1.6 to 1
probably represents inconsistent pronunciation of the short
stressed vowels. On occasion, some short stressed vowels
were lengthened sufficiently to be perceptually almost
indistinguishable from long vowels.

The difference in duration between stressed and
unstressed long vowels was also noticeable for the Russian
speakers, even though this distinction is not characteristic of

Latvian [2]. For example, the average duration of stressed /a:/
in our experiment was 217 ms  while the duration of
unstressed /a:/ was 150 ms., a ratio of 1.45 to 1. The average
duration of stressed /E:/ was 230 ms. while the duration of
unstressed /E:/ was 140 ms., a ratio of 1.64 to 1. The ratio of
stressed and unstressed long vowels was 1.55 to 1.

There was no noticeable difference in duration between
long and short vowels in two-syllable words. In stressed
position, the ratio of long to short vowels was 1.01 to 1; in
unstressed position, the ratio was 1.08 to 1. The ratios reflect
both the fact that Russian speakers tend to lengthen short
stressed vowels and that in their pronunciation, long vowels
fail to reach the values typical of standard Latvian. Table 3.

Vowel Mean duration (ms) for Mean duration (ms) in
Russian speakers standard Latvian [2].

/:E:/ 230 336

/E:/ 140 287

/:a:/ 217 323

/a:/ 150 312
Table 3. Stressed and unstressed long vowel durations.

As in the case of one-syllable words, although the words
contained three different Latvian vowels, the Russian speakers
merged /E/ and /Q/ in their pronunciation.

The Russian speakers produced both short and long
stressed and unstressed vowels with different durations in the
words which have no Russian analogues. They failed to
produce a distinction between long and short vowels, either
when stressed or not stressed. They tended to produce short
vowels with lengthening, particularly when stressed, and
failed to reach appropriate durational values for long vowels.

In effect, these two Russian speakers failed to produce
long vowels except inappropriately, as in examples
[i::dEja], or [:idE:ja] given above. The lengthened short vowels
in stressed syllables caused native Latvian listeners to
perceive these vowels as long. For example
[:bi:tE] 'bee,' [:la:pa] 'leaf,' [:mE:dus] 'honey,' [:mi:lti] 'flou
r,' [:pu:pa] 'bean.'

4. CONCLUSION
In Latvian words with Russian analogues, Russian speakers
tend to use native Russian stress and length patterns. In the
majority of these words they used Russian free stress and
pronounced short instead of long vowels.

Russians speaking Latvian used vowel duration in
association with stress. First, Russians used lengthened
vowels either in syllables where Latvian words receive stress
or where the analogous Russian word receives stress. Second,
there was a noticeable difference in duration between stressed
and unstressed vowels, whether short or long, in all groups of
words. Finally, Russians produced excessively long stressed
short vowels in two syllable words with not Russian
analogues.
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Although the data from the pilot study did not include
instrumental measurements, it seems that students who have
received explicit instruction approximate the Latvian pattern
of stress and length better than speakers who have not
received special instruction. Instrumental measurements of the
speech of two informants confirmed this conclusion. The
Russian speakers of Latvian did not replace their native stress
pattern with a simpler one and, above all, they failed to
produce long vowels.
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